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HR practices & Leadership create a high-performing organization 
by employee, operational, & customer outcomes

2Hong, Y., Liao, H., Hu, J., & Jiang, K. (2013) and Jiang, K., Lepak, D. P., Hu, J., & Baer, J. C. (2012). 

N = 9,363 organizations

HR Practices

Leadership

Employee Outcomes

Skills/Competencies

Attitudes…
• Job satisfaction
• Commitment

Behaviours…
• Service behaviour
• Service quality
• Loyalty

Customer
Outcomes

• Customer 
satisfaction

• Customer 
loyalty

Operational 
Outcomes

• Productivity

Financial 
Performance

• Revenue growth
• Profit growth
• Market cap
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Employee performance is a function of ability, motivation, & 
opportunity to perform desired tasks

4

• Ability/skill-enhancing 
practices
– Comprehensive 

recruitment
– Rigorous selection
– Extensive training

• Motivation-
enhancing practices
– Developmental 

performance 
management

– Competitive 
compensation

– Incentives & 
rewards

– Extensive benefits
– Career 

advancement
– Job security

• Opportunity-
enhancing practices
– Flexible job 

design
– Work teams
– Employee 

involvement & 
information 
sharing

– Psychological 
safety

Jiang, K., Lepak, D. P., Hu, J., & Baer, J. C. (2012). How does human resource management influence organizational outcomes? A 
meta-analytic investigation of mediating mechanisms. Academy of Management Journal, 55(6), 1264-1294. 
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Attracting a large pool of eligible candidates is the best way 
to enhance ability of your workforce

6https://workforceinsights.randstad.com/hubfs/REBR%202021/Randstd-Employer-Brand-Report-
Global-Business-and-Administration-Professions-Report-2021.pdf

Top five reasons to choose an employer…
1. Attractive salary & benefits (63%)
2. Work-life balance (59%)
3. Job security (57%)
4. Pleasant work atmosphere (54%)
5. Career progression (49%)

Strategies to attract the right kind of 

employees….

• Identify employee segments

• Create a distinct employer brand to 

attract the right kind of employee

• Identify appropriate recruitment 

channels

• Employees make trade-offs & at times 

having a niche may help

• Benefits can help sort employees

Top channels used by job seekers…
1. Job portals (33%)
2. Recruiters/agencies/headhunters (24%)
3. Personal contacts/referrals (21%)
4. Social media (20%)
5. Company website (18%)



Use robust selection processes to ensure high efficiency

7Schmidt, F. L., & Hunter, J. E. (1998). The validity and utility of selection methods in personnel psychology: Practical and 
theoretical implications of 85 years of research findings. Psychological Bulletin, 124(2), 262-274. 

Most effective selection processes…
1. Work sample test / Internships
2. General Mental Ability (IQ) Tests
3. Structured Interviews
4. Job Knowledge Tests

A large number of applicants coupled with a robust selection method ensures a high 
success ratio in selection.  
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Paying higher-than-market salary is the easiest way to 
attract a large number of candidates

8Smith, M., & Smith, P. (2005). Calculating the sterling value of selection (utility analysis) Testing People at Work: Competencies 
in Psychometric Testing: BPS Blackwell.
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For a given job description, increase in salaries beyond a point will be counter productive.



Are better employees worth the additional cost?
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Average salary $ 10 / hr $ 17 / hr

Health care 47% get $3500/annum 85% get $5735/annum

Retirement plan 64% get $747/annum 91% get $1330/annum

Employee turnover 44% 17%

Shrinkage 1.7% of sales 0.2% of sales

Cascio, W. F. (2006). Decency means more than "Always low prices": A comparison of Costco to Wal-Mart's Sam's Club. 
Academy of Management Perspectives, August, 26-37.



Total employee costs must include direct & indirect 
employee costs

10

6.25 5.55

0.49
0.76

0.14
0.19

1.65
0.56

1.7

0.2

Sam's Club Costco

Shrinkage

Attrition

Retirement

Health

Salary

Cascio, W. F. (2006). Decency means more than "Always low prices": A comparison of Costco to Wal-Mart's Sam's Club. 
Academy of Management Perspectives, August, 26-37.

All figures are in percent of annual sales for 2005

Total Employee Cost = 
10.23% of revenue

Total Employee Cost = 
7.26% of revenue

Indirect 
costs

Direct 
costs



Does higher pay pay for itself?

• Infosys vs. Wipro & TCS
– Infosys pays highest to employees
– Leads in per employee revenue compared to the others

• HDFC vs. other banks…
– HDFC has highest per employee revenue
– HDFC identified 10% of its workforce as “strategic job families”
– Critical job families have higher wages than industry average
– ICICI Bank has higher overall wages but lower productivity

11Pfeffer, J., & Muneer, M. (2020, December 17). Higher Pay will Pay for itself. The Hindu Business Line, 
Opinion
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Pay-for-performance is a useful tool to attract & motivate 
high performers

13https://www.aonhumancapital.co.in/Home/Resources/TotalRewards-Quarterly/Vol-7-Issue-3/Aon-s-Salary-
Increase-Survey (Accessed February 23, 2020)

• Pay-for-performance must be adjusted to be 
equivalent to the amount of discretion/judgment 
that the employee must exercise on the job

• Pay-for-performance helps “sort” employees i.e., 
attract & retain only high performers

• Pay-for-performance may also be used as a tool to 
de-risk your P&L, ensure business continuity, & 
save jobs

• Pay-for-performance helps “ring-fence” good talent

Variable Pay as a % of Fixed Pay



You are the CEO of a management consulting company with 
a revenue of Rs. 22 cr. & profit of Rs. 10 cr. p.a.

14

Mac Malkani Milind Kulkarni

Both Mac & Milind joined your firm 8 years ago & are 
due for promotion in 2023. Their current pay is Rs. 24 
l.p.a. After promotion in 2023, they will get Rs. 40 l.p.a.

After spending five years in operations, Mac 
has moved on to business development.
He’s responsible for getting almost Rs. 5.5 cr. 
p.a. in revenue for your firm. 

Milind is excellent in operations. Through a 
unique design of work systems & software 
(the only one of its kind in your business), he 
has increased the productivity of the entire 
operations team by 35%. 

Mac has recently got an offer of Rs. 42 l.p.a. from an large MNC & unless you give him an early 
promotion, he will most likely leave the organization.

But you are concerned that if you give Mac what he’s asking for, then Milind may get demotivated & 
leave.

Which of these two is more valuable to you? 



• General Human Capital

– Makes a worker productive in 

many companies

– Increases market value of the 

worker

• Firm-Specific Human Capital

– Makes a worker productive in a 

specific company

– Does not increase the market 

value of the worker

15

Types of Human Capital



The Human Capital Dilemma…

• As an employee, which kind of human capital (firm-
specific or general) would you like to develop?

• As an employer, which kind of human capital would you 
want employees to develop?

• Hence, how to structure rewards to encourage workers 
to build firm-specific human capital?

16



The compensation of professional employees lies within two 
boundary levels

17

Worth of employee in the market (Worth)

Value of employee to the firm (Value)

Range of salary payable 
to the employee

(Pay less than this salary & the employee will quit.)

(Pay more than this salary & business will lose money.)



The compensation of professional employees lies within two 
boundary levels
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Salary paid by the firm to the employee (Comp)

Firm’s profit from the 
employee (Rent)

Efficiency wages to 
the employee

Worth of employee in the market (Worth)

Value of employee to the firm (Value)

(Pay less than this salary & the employee will quit.)

(Pay more than this salary & business will lose money.)



Companies compensating for retention peg compensation 
to outside offers

19

Worth

Comp

Value

Firm’s profit from the 
employee

Efficiency wages to the 
employee



“Solid Citizens” may provide more net value than “Stars”

20

Worth

Comp

Value

Stars

Worth

Comp

Value

Solid Citizens



Implications of the theory of Human Capital

• Avoid too much dependence on market value of employees (while 

fixing salaries also look at firm-specific human capital)

• Share returns on value added by “solid citizens”

• Show employees a clear path to career advancement within the 

company. Be transparent.

• While matching market offers, ask…

– What type of behaviour are you rewarding?

– How does this affect others in the company?

• When workers develop General Human Capital?

– Re-assign responsibilities to leverage return on HC & pay higher wages

21
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Design jobs which are inherently motivating

• Skill variety: employees have scope of using different skills & 

talents to complete a variety of work activities

• Task identity: job requires completion of a whole or identifiable 

piece of work, such as doing something from beginning to end

• Task significance: job has substantial impact on the organization

• Autonomy: employees have freedom in scheduling the work, 

determining the procedures & the methods of work

• Feedback: employees have clear information about their 

effectiveness

23Hackam & Oldham (1974)



Supervisor & subordinate relationships must be designed to 
ensure that the supervisor has a wider span of “vision”

24

A

B

C

B must be able to plan 
& execute actions with 
a longer time-span or 
significantly more 
responsibility than C 

Jaques, E. (1998).  Requisite Organization: A total system for effective managerial organization & managerial 
leadership for the 21st Century. Cason Hall & Co.



Managerial Accountability must be related to Managerial 
Authority

25

A

B

C

If…
…A holds B accountable for 
the output of C…
…then…

B must have minimum  authority in relation to C 
to…
• Veto appointment of unacceptable newcomer
• Decide types of work assignments & assign 

specific tasks
• Decide personal effectiveness appraisal & 

merit review
• Initiate removal from role with due process

A, the Manager-
Once-Removed (MoR) 
is responsible for C’s 
career…
- Giving 

opportunities for C 
to grow & develop

- Helping C move up 
the hierarchy 
when he is ready 

Jaques, E. (1998).  Requisite Organization: A total system for effective managerial organization & managerial 
leadership for the 21st Century. Cason Hall & Co.



Each of these three practices must work together in 
harmony with each other and with business needs

• Ability/skill-enhancing 
practices
– Comprehensive 

recruitment
– Rigorous selection
– Extensive training

Jiang, K., Lepak, D. P., Hu, J., & Baer, J. C. (2012). How does human resource management influence organizational outcomes? A meta-
analytic investigation of mediating mechanisms. Academy of Management Journal, 55(6), 1264-1294. 

• Motivation-
enhancing practices
– Developmental 

performance 
management

– Competitive 
compensation

– Incentives & 
rewards

– Extensive benefits
– Career 

advancement
– Job security

• Opportunity-
enhancing practices
– Flexible job 

design
– Work teams
– Employee 

involvement & 
information 
sharing

– Psychological 
safety
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• Executive Search Firm
• Pays its Partners based on their years of experience

Number of Years as 
a Partner

Salary (in 
USD/annum)

1 $6,88,000
2 $7,36,000
3 $7,84,000
4 $8,32,000
5 $8,80,000
6 $9,28,000
7 $9,76,000
8 $10,24,000
9 $10,72,000

10 $11,20,000
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Assuming the following…
• 100 Partners
• 750 years of accumulated seniority
• Profit of $100 million

Profit of $100 m

10% is put back in the 
firm and each partner 

gets an equal share
$10m/100 = $100,000

Remaining 90% is $90m

60% is divided equally 
among all partners

$ 54 m/100 = $540,000

40% is divided according 
to seniority

$36m/750 = $48,000 per 
year of seniority

e.g., for 10 years, a 
partner gets $480,000



Egon Zehnder is an Executive Search (Headhunting) Firm

• Other organizations in this business…
– Korn/Ferry
– Heidrick & Struggles
– Spencer Stuart
– Russell Reynolds
– McKinsey
– Hays

• Key processes in this business include…
– Client acquisition
– Lead fulfilment

29



EZI’s consulting process…

1. Understand the client’s situation

2. Confirm proposal and specification

3. Conduct systematic search

4. Interview potential candidates

5. Present candidates and check references

6. Assist in negotiations and follow up

30



Rewards process and Career Progression…

• Non-partner consultants…
– As per local conditions
– Based on their previous salaries (large increments are avoided 

during joining)
– Overall salary is slightly lower than competition
– Mostly fixed with a small variable component

• Elevation of “Consultants” to “Partner”…
– After working for 5 years as consultants
– Offices can propose individuals for being considered
– 75% of the existing Partners must support the candidate

31



32

• Do you think Egon Zehnder’s pay policies (for Partners) are good?

• If yes, why?

• If no, what do you think needs to be changed?



The reward strategy emerges from the business strategy & 
must be aligned with all elements of HR.

33

Business Environment

• Sales based on trust & individual 
networks

• Intuition-based assessments

• Globally mobile talent & globally 
volatile market

Zehnder, E. (2001). A simpler way to pay. Harvard Business Review, 79(4): 53-60.
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Business Environment

• Sales based on trust & individual 
networks

• Intuition-based assessments

• Globally mobile talent & globally 
volatile market

Business Strategy

“Nothing comes in the way of providing our clients 
with the best candidate for the job (not even our  
internal systems)”

Zehnder, E. (2001). A simpler way to pay. Harvard Business Review, 79(4): 53-60.



Egon Zehnder’s value proposition…

35https://www.egonzehnder.com/about-us

• Treasuring closeness: We value building long-term, trusted relationships with you and your 
organization—often spanning decades and the course of your career. Generosity and teamwork 
define our culture and inspire us.

• Guiding with truth: Our work is based on seeking the right answer, not the easy answer. You can 
count on our honest perspectives, unvarnished advice, and timely responsiveness. We always put 
your interests first.

• Turning on Our Network: Individually we are strong, but collectively we are stronger.  Working as 
One Firm, we are able to leverage our entire network across industries, sectors and practices, to 
bring you the best ideas, expertise and people.



The reward strategy emerges from the business strategy & 
must be aligned with all elements of HR.
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Business Environment

• Sales based on trust & individual 
networks

• Intuition-based assessments

• Globally mobile talent & globally 
volatile market

Business Strategy

“Nothing comes in the way of providing our clients 
with the best candidate for the job (not even our  
internal systems)”

Pricing Strategy

Flat fees (not dependent on 
salary of candidate placed)

Zehnder, E. (2001). A simpler way to pay. Harvard Business Review, 79(4): 53-60.
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HDFC Bank, short-list for successors to Aditya Puri

Sunil Garg, 
CEO Citi, New 
York

Kaizad Bharucha,
ED, HDFC Bank

Sashidhar Jagdishan, 
Addl. Director & Head of 
Finance & HR

Rs. 40 cr + Equity Pay Rs. 5.87 cr + Equity Pay Rs. 2.53 cr + Equity Pay



The reward strategy emerges from the business strategy & 
must be aligned with all elements of HR.
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Business Environment

• Sales based on trust & individual 
networks

• Intuition-based assessments

• Globally mobile talent & globally 
volatile market

Business Strategy

“Nothing comes in the way of providing our clients 
with the best candidate for the job (not even our  
internal systems)”

Pricing Strategy

Flat fees (not dependent on 
salary of candidate placed)

HR strategy 

- Compensation: based on seniority 
& worldwide profits

- Recruitment: based on personality 
suited for teamwork

Zehnder, E. (2001). A simpler way to pay. Harvard Business Review, 79(4): 53-60.



EZI follows an elaborate selection process…

• Candidates have 25-40 interviews at a minimum of 7 different 
offices on two different continents

• If 2 or more interviews result in doubts, no offer is extended

• Egon Zehnder, the founder & CEO interviewed each candidate, 
and asked them…

– “Are you comfortable with this kind of culture? Can you see yourself in a 

situation where you are the highest biller in the organization, but because 

you are behind in seniority, your colleagues earn more money? If you 

cannot adjust your mind, don’t join our organization, because you will be 

unhappy.”

39



Mr. Egon Zehnder’s philosophy for his company…

40

“First, our approach to compensation forces us to hire consultants who have 

little interest in self-aggrandizement. We must hire people who are team players, 

people who get more pleasure from the group’s success than their own 

advancement. These individuals by nature tend to be highly collaborative. They 

eagerly share information and ideas about existing and potential clients. 

Similarly, they pass around information about the executives who might best 

meet a client’s needs. 

Second, our seniority-based system requires us to find people who want to stay 

with a company for the long haul… Nothing benefits a client and its executive 

search firm more than a consultant with a well-developed network of executive 

contacts and a finely honed intuition.”

Kouzes & Posner – The Leadership Challenge



The reward strategy emerges from the business strategy & 
must be aligned with all other elements of HR.
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Business Environment

• Sales based on trust & individual 
networks

• Intuition-based assessments

• Globally mobile talent & globally 
volatile market

Business Strategy

“Nothing comes in the way of providing our clients 
with the best candidate for the job (not even our  
internal systems)”

Pricing Strategy

Flat fees (not dependent on 
salary of candidate placed)

HR strategy 

- Compensation: based on seniority 
& worldwide profits

- Recruitment: based on personality 
suited for teamwork

Employee Behaviours: Loyalty & Collaboration

Business Results:  Excellent, with < 2 % attrition

The reward strategy drives desired 
employee behaviours which in turn leads 
to business results.

Zehnder, E. (2001). A simpler way to pay. Harvard Business Review, 79(4): 53-60.
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There are three ways of getting work done…

43

Authority Transactions Leadership

Providing material 
incentives in return for 
employee’s efforts

Exercise of power 
without concern for goals 
of others

Inspiring followers to go 
beyond their existing 
goals and engaging them 
in the pursuit of higher 
goals

Temporary 
Compliance

Temporary 
Commitment

Long-term 
Commitment

Burns, J. M. (1978). Leadership. New York: Harper & Row. 



Leaders generate trust by being role models who are driven 
by a higher purpose

44

Integrity 

• Keeping your word

• Honouring your word

Authenticity

Actions consistent with thoughts & 

striving to eliminate hypocrisy

Moorman, R. H., Darnold, T. C., & Priesemuth, M. (2013). Perceived leader integrity: Supporting the construct validity and utility of a 
multi-dimensional measure in two samples. The Leadership Quarterly, 24(3), 427-444.

Think

Say Do

Purpose

Who am I?

Why am I here?

Follower Trust

Follower Performance & Satisfaction

“I am the captain of the ship; I 
cannot leave until all the 
others are safe.”

-Karambir Kang, 
GM of Taj Mahal Hotel 



Souce: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZxF56GbOiks

“I had the whole paradigm wrong…
others are not here to help me succeed; I am here to help others succeed.” 



Leaders take responsibility for failure & share credit for 
successes

46
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I4k2jHNNid8



Leaders help others to find purpose at work by engaging 
them in the pursuit of a higher vision

47Grant, A. M. (2012). Leading with meaning: Beneficiary contact, prosocial impact, and the performance effects of transformational 
leadership. AMJ, 55(2), 458-476.

Does the team’s goal matter to me? Do I matter to the team’s goal?

• Is the goal big enough to be personally 

meaningful?

• Is the goal communicated powerfully on 

a regular basis?

• What is my role in achieving the vision?

• Do I know what is to be done?

• Am I involved in decision making?

• Do I make an impact on the outcome?

• Communicate strategic goals in 

words & actions

• Don’t over emphasize 

instrumental outcomes 

(consequences ≠ causes)

• Increase autonomy

• Minimize surveillance

• Treat people with respect

• Contact with beneficiaries



HR practices & Leadership can substantially enhance 
business outcomes for your firm

• Employee performance is a function of ability, motivation, & opportunity to perform desired 

tasks

• Attract a large pool of candidates by employer branding

• Use rigorous selection processes

• Pay higher than market wages

• Implement pay-for-performance where possible

• Recognize employees’ investments in firm-specific human capital

• Design job roles well & balance authority with accountability

• Make sure all HR processes are aligned to business needs & work well as a cluster of 

practices

• Be a role model for your team & win their trust

• Help others find purpose at work by engaging them in the pursuit of higher values

48



Create a high-performance organization by harnessing the 
unmet needs of your people

49

Needs 
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0%

100%

Untapped Human 
Potential!

Source: Indra Pal Singh citing Nirdosh Reddy (anaar.com), personal conversation.



Further reading…
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